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Swami: Good morning guys. Welcome to everybody what the Guru 
Parampara is going to give us, to bless us in this occasion. Many 
people did quite amazing processes, quite amazing hundreds of 
thousands of japas - years of your time spent with your Swami’s 
mission. So far ninety-five percent we got success. We don’t have that 
much failures.  
And heartfully I’m praying to Baba, by this Guru Purnima all 
students who did the amazing sadhanas with me in the Shirdi Sai 
Family, they have to complete their process to jump the new process 
– the Ala Hala Linga Process. That takes three years. This year you’re 
getting initiation. After the next Guru Purnima and the next Guru 
Purnima, then we all need to go in 2011 Guru Purnima to Benares, to 
the North India Ganga to complete the Immortal Enlightenment. 
Then you don’t need to do any more sadhana. You don’t need to do 
any spiritual practice. You don’t need to do any practices for abilities. 
Everything you got it. That is the final climax.  
This many senior students linking with Ala Hala Lingam, that’s the 
major process running this Guru Purnima. What we buried in front 
of Dwarkamai is vibrating very powerfully. That one, how it’s related 
to the Mother, how it’s related to Jesus Christ Power Spot, and how 
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much you’re going to receive the divine bliss, we have to wait and 
see.  
The divine is ready but your hearts need to be very open, especially 
this period of time. A few points I want to explain, put your 
suspecting character aside. Don’t think as a normal human layman. 
Try to surrender whatever the Guru Parampara has given the 
mission to you. Keep practicing and have the patience. No matter 
what, at any circumstance, any worst circumstance, whatever Swami 
promised to you, “If you do this sadhana, you’re going to get this. If 
you do this sadhana you’re going to get this.” One hundred percent, 
one million percent you’ll get success.  
I don’t want to see you all the time hanging with your Swami 
Kaleshwar - make you be free, be as a powerful master in the globe. 
Create thousands of students in the globe. Create a lot of light in the 
globe - remove the darkness in the globe, that’s your job. So that type 
of miracles experiences are happening this Guru Purnima. But what 
you need to do this period of time, this very auspicious, precious 
time, is to prepare a couple of buckets of sandalwood paste. Few girls 
and few boys, who are strong, keep grinding it…and purifying your 
womb chakras, drawing Womb Chakra Yantras and keep burning it. 
Whenever you’re drawing it, try to chant the Nine Arrows. Nine 
Arrows is most very, very, very important, and I’m giving an 
opportunity to every person to hold the Shiva Lingam, touching their 
third-eye and you can hear to your ear the voice of what is coming 
from inside the Shiva Lingam.  It’s not a joke.  
And another point, try to spend wherever your Power Spot place is, 
within forty feet to maximum fifty feet distance around that, to sit 
and meditate as much as you can. For example, your Power Spot is 
near Ganesh or Dwarkamai, some people have their Power Spot here 
in Baba Temple - keep sitting and meditating, drawing the Womb 
Chakra Yantra. If you’re not purifying enough properly during this 
period of time your womb chakra, it’ll get little difficult to the master 
to push you. You didn’t come as a devotee here - you came as a 
powerful master. You want to become a master in the globe. I like 
your devotion. If I want devotees, hundreds of thousands I can raise 
up, it’s not a big deal. They’re already there. I need masters who can 
sit and lead - dictate the elements, control the elements and help 
powerfully in the planet. That is your mission.  
You might have a lot of family problems, businesses, lot of bonds, 
attachments - I know that. No problem. Entire your lifetime you’re 
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doing it. Especially this Guru Purnima timing, you’re connecting to 
your Power Spot, and how much the master is giving the power to 
your Power Spot and to your soul. Millions of times most powerfully 
you’re receiving that energy. If you sit under the tree seventy, ninety 
years meditating, and to this one Guru Purnima you do the perfect 
sadhana - this seven days is equal to seventy, eighty years non-stop 
sadhana. That much short-cut powerful process we’re doing. So try to 
cooperate with each-others, don’t get sick and try to be as much as 
you can awake with a clarity mind. Then it’s easy to me to approach 
to you.  
And especially I recommend the Group Leaders of Jesus Group, Baba 
Group, Switzerland Group, Kala Chakra Group… all these groups try 
to be as a unity, whenever I call you need to sit and discuss with me 
in-depth, and individually too. I’ll give my time. We’ll go in-depth 
more subject how to handle the process in a short-cut way to 
complete it. You understand guys? 
Actually today I’m suppose to be in Japan. I saw four hundred and 
fifty people in Japan non-stop. It’s a two-day seminar workshop. 
Almost one hundred people were supposed to come here - there’s no 
accommodations, I cannot provide accommodation to them. They 
said they’re happy to stay in the tents. It’s too much. Then I went to 
Japan to work with them, giving whatever they want it, and came 
back last night. I want to be here according to today’s astrology and 
numerology, and energetically today is very powerful and precious 
day. That’s why I’m broke the coconut and started - tomorrow the 
process and techniques starts to take off. So within two days the 
sandalwood paste needs to be ready. How many kilos you already 
organized Lora? 
 
Lora:  We filled one container. We can finish it in two days.  
 
Swami:  By tomorrow night you can give it? 
 
Lora: Yes.  
 
Swami:  How many people are working? 
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Lora: Everybody, all the groups are coming.  
 
Swami: Please do that, it’s very important. And a few gents, very 
strong people need to be ready too to lift that Ala Hala Lingam, and 
especially to keeping in Dwarkamai following my instructions very 
carefully. Because quite amazing miracles, unbelievable miracles of 
energy is going to hit it. I don’t want to say what type that is. Already 
pretty punches I gave in Japan, and I need to sit in the nature. I need 
one-day time for myself to my soul then your Swami will be ready 
with you guys. So try to do as much as you can, deep silence, writing 
the womb chakra and chanting the Nine Arrows - that’s very, very, 
very important. And as much as you can, sit close by to your Power 
Spot, within fifty feet radius. Even if it’s hot, take an umbrella - little 
time meditate it.  
Now this Guru Purnima I’m introducing the Ala Hala ancient palm 
leaf book, releasing the in-depth of the information out. And 2011 
your Swami taking few hundred people to Kasi, to Benares, to 
Harichandra Ghat where we need to experience, take a holy bath 
with your Swami, and entering to that Shiva Temple, and have a 
great experience there and completely close your spirituality. 
Like many people did the sadhana, lot of things for thirty years, forty 
years, fifty years, keep doing it - no need to. This year Guru Purnima 
what you’re going to receive is the most powerful initiation. I’m 
starting to give it tomorrow after everybody comes here when the 
sandalwood paste is ready. You might have a lot of confusions. You 
can contact the Group Leaders, sit with them clarify your questions 
and your confusions. And if it’s really unclarified confusions, the 
Group Leaders can ask me and I’m happy to help you. But don’t 
waste my time and don’t waste the process time. 
Instead of talking ten hours - ten minutes experience is important. 
Ten days non-stop talking the knowledge, to ten minutes one strong 
powerful experience – it’s enough. Which one is important, guys? 
Gary? 
 
Gary: Experience. 
 
Swami: You need experience. Knowledge is an ocean, tons of 
knowledge is there, tons, thousands of prayers, millions of processes, 
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but what process can exactly suit to you, that’s important. That the 
master decides, “This is the right medicine to your soul. That’s it - 
go.”  But you need to give opportunity to the master. If you heart is 
closed, then you have a lot of struggling with yourself. Still, sit with 
the master even you’re a tough coconut… some coconuts take one 
time, two times, three times… I won’t leave the coconut until it 
breaks it. You know what I’m saying? Few people are very easy. Few 
people are very tough, super confused.  
So, have a wonderful time here. Try to do the Group Meditation for 
one hour here and do the arati. And make a deal from yourself, each 
individual make a deal to Baba, Guru Parampara - not for material 
things but what you’re going to do in the planet after you succeed. 
What you want to do, I’ll bless you in your normal life to remove all 
your problems. Already I blessed many people. I can remove all your 
headaches it’s not a big deal. Don’t ask for silly things like, “I want a 
beautiful girlfriend, I want a good business, I want some money and 
a good house, my heart is broken…” These are all silly thing. Don’t 
focus on that. Focus what you cannot even imagine what type of life 
you want to lead in a divine way. That’s the most important. Until 
your last breath problems are there, it will be there. One goes, 
another comes, otherwise it’s not life - happiness, unhappiness, 
unhappiness, happiness – it’s equal, it comes and goes.  
Like, God gives you four children in your life, only you have the 
right to give the birth to the kids, but you cannot decide their fate. 
You cannot write their fate. One can become a big scientist, one can 
become a big thief, one a spiritualist, a movie actor… To the karmas 
you’re not responsible. Think for yourself and pray for them - that’s 
it. Don’t fight for them that you want to fix their fate. But as a master 
I’m fighting with the Guru Parampara to fix your fate. That’s the 
tricky, to fix your fate to be in the normal, pure divine way, total 
divine way. It’s not an easy job.  
To Indians it’s easy to me, as typical Westerners – no. Don’t 
misunderstand… handling one Westerner is like handling a thousand 
sheep. One sheep goes this way, one sheep goes this way, that way, 
like each sheep is driving me crazy. Like each student is driving me 
crazy but I’m happy to do that. It’s okay. He gave that energy and 
capacity to do that. So, God bless to everybody. And try to cooperate 
with each-others. And I want to see the Group Leaders this evening. 
And even though one person is involved with three processes… like, 
you’re involved with the Switzerland Process, you’re in the Germany 
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Beuerhof Process, you’re in the Coconut Group Process… you’re in 
the different processes, and you don’t know to which process you 
belong, don’t worry. Come for one process. Stick with one process 
then you explain how many processes you already did. Whenever 
you’re in Dwarkamai, you have your own individual time with your 
Swami. Some individual experience you have with Swami, that 
moment you’re going to complete it, then going to the next process. 
Clear? 
 
Patrick: A brand new student, Swamiji, with no Power Spot and 
doesn’t know the Womb Chakra? 
 
Swami: The senior students can explain to them. Senior students sit 
with them, have a little satsang one or two hours, help them. And it’s 
advisable the next new students to make the Power Spot in the 
Northeast Garden where the Jesus Power Spot is - they’re lucky. 
They’re lucky. Good. And have a good day and tomorrow I’ll see you 
guys. Start your meditation.  
 

End of Talk 
 
 


